
Competition Timer/Scorer MONS and JUNIORS 
 

Timer 
1.  For MONS, match times 2 minutes, with 1 minute Golden score  
2.  For JUNIORS, match times 3 minutes, with NORMAL Golden score  
3.  If the Referee calls: 

 “Hajime”: start the match clock. 
 “Osae-Komi”: keep the match clock going, and start the Hold Down Clock. Hold 

up the Osae-Komi card so the referee knows you’re keeping the time  
 “Matte” (or “Sono Mama” in Ground Work): stop the match clock and if a hold 

down is being timed, the hold down clock; do not reset them; start them again 
on “Haijime” or “Yoshi” (for ground work) 

  “Toketa”, stop the Hold Down Clock and hold up the card for the time that the 
hold down was called. Often Toketa is followed by “Matte” but not always. 

4.  Osae Komi times are: 
Less than 10 seconds – no score;   10-19 secs – Wazari;    20 secs – Ippon 

5. Hold down broken: hold up the card with the time (and score) for the hold down  
6. End of the match time: blow the Whistle and hold up the Sore-Made (full time) 

card 
7.  Hold Down is on and the Match Time Ends: When timing a hold down, if the match 

time is reached, do not blow the whistle, but continue until 20 seconds is reached 
or the referee calls “Toketa”.  If the hold is broken (“Toketa”), hold up the card 
with the time and score as well as the Sore-Made (full time) card and blow the 
whistle if the referee doesn’t acknowledge the end of the match. 

8. If the match goes to Golden Score, reset the match clock 
9.  Penalties: Only Shido is called. 3 Shidos means Hansoku-Make (DQ). At the end 

of contest time, if scores are even (with or without Shidos), or only Shidos are 
on the scoreboard, match goes to Golden Score. MONS Golden Score is 1 minute. 
For JUNIORS, match continues until a player has a score advantage or 3 Shidos. 

 

Scorer 
1.  As the referee calls a score, mark any scores on the scoreboard with a marker: 1, 

2, 3 etc against the blue or white player as indicated by the referee, erasing the 
previous number 

2.  If the match goes to Golden Score, keep all the scores on the scoreboard 
3.  Penalties. Only Shido is called. 3 Shidos means Hansoku-Make (DQ). At the end 

of contest time, if scores are even (with or without Shidos), or only Shidos are 
on the scoreboard, match goes to Golden Score. Do not erase the scoreboard. 
Match continues until a player has a score advantage or 3 Shidos. 

4.  At the end of each match, please tell the match recorder the match winner (Blue 
or White) and if the winner won by Ippon  (which includes 3 Shidos) or Wazari. 


